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DISCOVERY OF A BRIGHT ECLIPSING BINARYIN THE PLEIADES CLUSTER

TORRES, G.Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis, 60 Garden St., Mail Stop 20, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA;e-mail: gtorres�fa.harvard.edu
The bright (V = 6:83) Pleiades luster member HD 23642 (Hertzsprung designationH III-1431, HIP 17704, 03h47m29:s45 / +24Æ17018:000, J2000,SpT A0V) was the �rst double-lined spetrosopi binary to be disovered in that luster, by Peare (1957) and Abt(1958). The period is 2.46 days and the orbit is essentially irular. Abt onsideredelipses possible, but this was never on�rmed. The availability of 66 aurate photometrimeasurements (typial error 0.008 mag) from the Hipparos mission (ESA, 1997) over a3-year interval prompted us to investigate this suggestion, and we indeed found strongindiations of a dip in brightness at about the expeted phase for a seondary elipse.Beause of the time elapsed sine the spetrosopi measurements by Peare (inter-val 1943-1949) and Abt (Nov-De 1957), and the limited preision of the orbital periodsderived independently by the two investigators, we ombined the measurements to ob-tain a more aurate ephemeris suitable for prediting elipses some 35 years into thefuture, at the mean epoh of the Hipparos observations. Weights were assigned tothe photographi radial veloities aording to the information in the original soures,and a veloity o�set was allowed for (but was found to be insigni�ant). The result,Min I (HJD) = 2;434;127:6203(80) + 2:4611240(90)� E, leads to the folded plot of theHipparos data seen in Figure 1a. The 5 faintest measurements luster very lose to thepredited time of seondary elipse, and are essentially within the unertainty in thatpredition indiated by the horizontal error bars.In order to improve the period further, we obtained additional high-resolution ehellespetra of HD 23642 with the 1.5-m Wyeth reetor at the Oak Ridge Observatory (Har-vard, Massahusetts). The four single-order spetra over 45 �A entered at 5187 �A,and have a resolving power of �=�� = 35;000. We derived radial veloities for bothomponents using the two-dimensional ross-orrelation tehnique TODCOR (Zuker& Mazeh 1994). Typial unertainties are 1{1.5 km s�1, far superior to the veloitiesfrom the older soures. Merging these veloities (weighted appropriately) with those ofPeare and Abt yields a period that is more than an order of magnitude more preise:Min I (HJD) = 2;436;096:5204(44)+2:46113329(66)�E. The spetrosopi orbit is shownin Figure 2, and the elements are given in Table 1. The preliminary light ratio we obtain,at the mean wavelength of our observations, is lB=lA = 0:31� 0:03, or �m = 1:3 mag.
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Figure 1. Hipparos epoh photometry for HD 23642. (a) Data folded with the ephemeris derivedfrom the radial veloities of Peare (1957) and Abt (1958). The elipse phases are indiated with dottedlines. The formal unertainty in the phases is indiated by the horizontal error bars. (b) Data foldedwith the improved ephemeris derived by adding our new veloities. The phase unertainty is negligibleon the sale of this �gure.

Figure 2. Radial veloity urve of HD 23642, with the observations by Peare (1957; open irles), Abt(1958; open squares), and our new observations (�lled symbols). The solid line is for the primary, andthe dashed line for the seondary. The enter-of-mass veloity is indiated by the dotted line.
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The Hipparos data folded with this new period are shown in Figure 1b. The apparentdip in brightness is seen to shift even loser to phase 0.5, whih is unlikely to be aoinidene. The elipsing nature of the binary is thus on�rmed. Further support forthis is given by the large minimum masses (Table 1), in partiular for the primary, whihis onsistent with the values expeted from the A0V spetral type.Table 1. Combined spetrosopi solution for HD 23642.Parameter ValueP (days) 2.46113329 � 0.00000066 (km s�1) +6.1 � 1.7KA (km s�1) 97.40 � 0.84KB (km s�1) 140.47 � 0.85e 0 (adopted)Tmax (HJD) 2,436,095.9051 � 0.0040aA sin i (106 km) 3.296 � 0.030aB sin i (106 km) 4.754 � 0.030a sin i (R�) 11.566 � 0.061MA sin3 i (M�) 2.027 � 0.032MB sin3 i (M�) 1.405 � 0.026q �MB=MA 0.6934 � 0.0077�RV (Peare � Abt) (km s�1) +1.9 � 1.9�RV (Peare � new) (km s�1) +0.8 � 1.8NA, NB (Peare) 21, 19NA, NB (Abt) 15, 12NA, NB (new) 4, 4�A, �B (Peare) (km s�1) 8.9, 20.8�A, �B (Abt) (km s�1) 3.1, 17.8�A, �B (new) (km s�1) 1.68, 1.01
As seen in Figure 1b, there are no Hipparos observations near phase 0.0, and thusthe primary elipse was missed. A very tentative �t to the seondary elipse performedwith the light urve program EBOP along with estimates of the omponents' propertiesis shown in Figure 3. While the seondary elipse has a depth of �0.03 mag, the primaryis expeted to be approximately 0.07 mag deep. The elipses are thus grazing (i � 78Æ),and the system is well detahed.HD 23642 appears to be the �rst elipsing binary to be on�rmed in the Pleiadesluster1, and it is quite remarkable that suh a bright star has not been inspeted arefullybefore, partiularly sine it is known to be hemially peuliar (spetral lassi�ationA0Vp(Si)+Am; Abt & Levato 1978). Further spetrosopi and photometri observationsof HD 23642 are underway to improve the orbits. Eventually this system may well yieldthe �rst dynamially determined stellar masses in the Pleiades, and may even have abearing on the issue of its distane.

1A report by Prosser & Stau�er (1993) about an anomalous dimming in the light of the Pleiades member H III-263,possibly due to elipses, has yet to be on�rmed.
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Figure 3. Tentative EBOP light urve superimposed on the Hipparos epoh photometry of HD 23642.
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